Roy Eberhardt is the new kid--again. This time around it's Trace Middle School
in humid Coconut Cove, Florida. But it's still the same old routine: table by
himself at lunch, no real friends, and thick-headed bullies like Dana
Matherson pushing him around. But if it wasn't for Dana Matherson mashing
his face against the school bus window that one day, he might never have
seen the tow-headed running boy. And if he had never seen the running
boy, he might never have met tall, tough, bully-beating Beatrice. And if he
had never met Beatrice,
he might never have discovered the burrowing
owls living in the lot on the
corner

of

East

Oriole

Avenue. And if he had
never

discovered

the

owls, he probably would
have missed out on the
adventure of a lifetime.
Apparently,

bullies

do

HOOT stars Logan Lerman and Brie Larson

serve a greater purpose in the scope of the universe. Because if it wasn't for
Dana Matherson.... In his first novel for a younger audience, Carl Hiaasen
plunges readers right into the middle of an ecological mystery, made up of
endangered miniature owls, the Mother Paula's All-American Pancake House
scheduled to be built over their burrows, and the owls' unlikely allies--three
middle school kids determined to beat the screwed-up adult system.
Hiaasen's tongue is firmly in cheek as he successfully cuts his slapstick sense
of humor down to kid-size
HOOT is the motion picture adaptation of Carl Hiaasen’s Newbery Honorwinning family bestseller. The movie revolves around a Montana boy, Roy
Eberhardt, who moves to Florida and unearths a disturbing threat to a local
population of endangered owls. Determined to protect his new environment, Roy and two other middle-schoolers take on corrupt politicians and
clueless cops in their attempt to prevent the adults from making a big mistake. Packed with improbable plot twists, quirky characters, and offbeat
humor, the mystery-adventure is classic Carl Hiaasen.
The film marks the big screen directorial debut of veteran TV host, director,
actor and comedian Wil Shriner, who also adapted the screenplay. His
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involvement followed a sit down with Jimmy and author Carl Hiaasen. Jimmy had

months and went to Margaritaville all the time." Randa is very popular on the set. It

obtained the film rights to the book and asked Shriner how they could get the movie

sounds cliche, but movie crews do develop a familial relationship, a bond forged in

made. Shriner replied he would write it if he could direct it and an agreement was

battle so to speak. She's worked with many actors over the years, from television to

made. Frank Marshall produces

cable to movie productions. Lunch was over way too soon and it was back to the set.

along with singer/songwriter/author

Scene 99 places Jimmy in the classroom. I'm looking over the shoulder of Walter

Jimmy Buffett, who also marks his

Anderson, a sound guy with a resume as long as he is tall. He is charged with recording

debut on the film as a movie pro-

the audio which will be meshed with the video in post production along with the myri-

ducer and will provide original music

ad of background noises that bring realism to the movie. Walter explained that typical-

for the film.

ly 3 minutes of the film will result from a 12 hour day ( 8 hours for the kids ). Believe it or

Logan Lerman stars as Roy, the

not, each take is unique and it takes many bricks to build a wall.

Montana transplant whose valiant

Carl Hiaasen visited the set that day, and he, Jimmy and director Wil Shriner huddled

efforts to protect the environment

together working on script changes. Having Jimmy and Carl Hiaasen collaborating on

endears him to his new Florida
schoolmates.

Luke

Wilson

also

south Florida dialogue, is like having Donald Trump as your real estate agent - they
Jimmy with HOOT director Wil Shriner

know what they're talking about. "The people making HOOT have a very active educa-

toplines the cast as Officer David Delinko, the earnest, but clueless, local Coconut

tional division of their studio," Carl Hiaasen told Teaching Magazine, "and they're going

Cove cop investigating some mysterious, unusual incidents at the proposed construc-

to do a lot of interactive stuff with students in classes and certain schools where they'll

tion site. Brie Larson is Beatrice, the scrappy fellow 8th grader who embraces Roy’s assis-

have advance screenings of the movie -- along with teaching aids and the book."

tance in saving the owls, and Cody Linley as Mullet Fingers, the vagrant runaway who
spearheads the kids’ attempt to foil the restaurant’s groundbreaking plans.

Walden Media is working with educational and after school outreach programs to promote the movie and the message to 5th -8th grade students and teachers, librarians

Much of the movie was shot in the July heat of Ft. Lauderdale and I was fortunate

and parents. "We are raising the first generation of children to grow up without mean-

enough to visit the set on one particularly steamy afternoon. Chaminade Madonna

ingful contact with the natural world.

Prep School in Hollywood, FL. portrayed the fictional Trace Middle School, and Jimmy

With HOOT we will seek to recapture

Buffett portrayed the fictional Mr. Ryan. According to the script, Mr. Ryan was a, "60's

that innocence and first discovery of

throwback" biology teacher and Jimmy fit the part perfectly. Casual and comfortable

nature and rekindle the spirit of

in the classroom, just like that one teacher we all seem to remember, the laid back Mr.

action through community service

Ryan welcomed Roy to Trace Middle School.

through a literacy and conservation

The scene was much like backstage at a Buffett concert; the sound guys, the lighting

youth services program." Through

guys, a bunch of other guys and a lot of good food. Seemingly endless shoots and re-

partnerships

shoots - same scene different angle, same scene with one character close up, same

Wildlife Federation utilizing posters,

scene many characters. Light and set marks using stand-ins, then bring in the pros.

feature articles, educational guides

Jimmy had arrived early that morning and headed straight to the make-up trailer.

and an online newsletter, millions will

Several stylists fussed over him for a few minutes, transforming a new found movie pro-

be exposed to the overall message of the project - get involved with your community,

ducer into a "Jimmy Buffett-esque" character. Randa Squillacote was charged with

get involved with nature, and get involved with your friends.

coiffing Mr Ryan. I met Randa and her cohorts later in the lunch tent and while I was

HOOT is a co-venture between Walden Media and New Line Cinema which will distrib-

intrigued with their movie careers, they seemed more interested in talking about

ute the film. For more photos, background story and to view a trailer, please visit

Margaritaville. "I really like New Orleans," or "I worked on a movie in Ocho Rios for 7

www.walden.com .

with

the

National

Randa Squillacote “transforming” Jimmy
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HOOT, the film version of Florida author Carl Hiaasen's Newbery Honorwinning novel, will be out May 5. Filmed in Florida last summer, the mystery adventure revolves around a Montana boy who moves to Florida and unearths a disturbing threat to a local population of endangered owls. Determined to protect his
new environment, the boy and his friends fight to prevent the adults from making a
big mistake. Three middle-schoolers take on greedy land developers, corrupt politicians, and clueless cops. With surprising plot twists, quirky characters, and offbeat
humor, HOOT is a classic story everyone will enjoy.
The movie's soundtrack is scheduled to be released on Jimmy Buffett's Mailboat
Records. This musical mélange represents a wide variety of tastes and styles; from
rock to reggae, funk and blues, and hip hop to pop. Jimmy recorded five songs for
the CD, including a duet with Alan Jackson of the classic hit, "Barefootin'" as well as
some great covers: Warren Zevon's "Werewolves Of London" and Bruce Cockburn's
"Wondering Where The Lions Are," a new reggae version of his own "Floridays" and
an original song "Good Guys Win," written especially for the movie by long time
Buffett songwriting partners, Coral Reefers Mac McAnally and Roger Guth.

Puerto Rican
Parrot Recovery
The Caribbean Island of Puerto Rico is the only place on earth where you will find these beautiful emer-

The legendary Toots and the Maytals appear, as do Grammy nominated Maroon 5
performing a cover of Bill Withers' "Lovely Day" with the soulful songwriter on background vocals. G Love adds hip hop blues to this eclectic collection, and Brie
Larson, who stars as Beatrice in the movie contributes a catchy pop tune written
specifically for the film called "Coming Around." The soundtrack also features Ry
Cuming, a young Austrailian artist who was discovered
while surfing the breaks of Costa Rica
and a previously recorded track

of this critically endangered species depends on the long-term success of an ongoing program of

from Mofro - a great new "front

research and intervention.

ald green parrots living in the wild. The Taino Indians, who lived on the island before European settlers
arrived there, called these parrots “Iguaca”, because of the noisy squawks they make when they are
taking off and flying. Before the arrival of Columbus, the Puerto Rican Parrot was abundant and distributed widely over Puerto Rico and the small adjacent islands of Vieques, Culebra and Mona. It is estimated to have numbered somewhere between one hundred thousand and one million individuals in the
fifteenth century The parrot is now perilously close to extinction, persisting in the wild only as a tiny
remnant population occupying a patch of rainforest habitat in the Caribbean National Forest. The future

porch soul" band from Northern

In 1973, when only 13 birds were known to exist, a captive propagation program was initiated through

Florida. Coral Reefer band members are featured on the movie's

the cooperative efforts of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Puerto Rico Department of Natural

score as are slide guitarist extraordi-

the wild and 144 birds living in captive breeding facilities. The Foundation, in partnership with the U.S.

naire Sonny Landreth and ukulele vir-

Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S.D.A. Forest Service, the Puerto Rico Department of Natural Resource and

tuoso

Environment, and select conservation nonprofits, launched a campaign to fund a state-of-the art aviary

Jake

Shimabukuro.

An

enhanced video portion will be
included with footage of Jimmy and
the owls.

and Environmental Resources. In 2002, the last population survey documented 21-24 parrots living in

to house the captive breeding program and advance efforts to reestablish wild populations of Puerto
Rican parrots.
Much of the effort to rebuild the population has involved research and management of nesting sites.
Management of nests by fostering captive-reared young into wild nests, guarding nests, improving and

HOOT SOUNDTRACK #18134 $18.95

maintaining existing nest cavities, and creating enhanced nesting cavities should increase the population of the Puerto Rican parrot. Hurricanes will
continue to threaten the wild population of the

WONDERING WHERE THE LIONS ARE Jimmy Buffett FLORIDA Mofro
BAREFOOTIN' Jimmy Buffett & Alan Jackson BACK OF THE BUS G. Love

Puerto Rican parrot. Researchers estimate that
storms equal to the intensity of 1989's

COMING AROUND Brie Larson LET YOUR SPIRIT FLY Ry Cuming

Hurricane Hugo occur at least every 50 years in

WEREWOLVES OF LONDON Jimmy Buffett FLORIDAYS Jimmy Buffett

northeastern Puerto Rico. The risk of extinction
caused by hurricanes will be reduced by estab-

FUNKY KINGSTON Toots & the Maytals GOOD GUYS WIN Jimmy Buffett
LOVELY DAY Maroon 5 & Bill Withers HAPPY ENDING (original score)

lishing a geographically separated wild popula-

The Margaritaville Store
in Key West will donate $1.00
from the sale of each
Puerto Rican Parrot T'shirt
toward these efforts.

tion As the Puerto Rican parrot population increases, it is possible that suitable nesting sites may limit
population growth. Before this occurs, research and management should concentrate on increasing the
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wild population. The ability of the Puerto Rican parrot to expand its population in a manner similar to
the exotic parrots in Puerto Rico, in a variety of natural and human-altered environments, should not
be underestimated and may be the key to its recovery.
Thanks to leaders in the Puerto Rican business community, the campaign has nearly met its goal to
raise $700,000 in philanthropic funds which will match a commitment of $1.7 million in federal funds.
The aviary will be located in the Caribbean National Forest and will connect to a visitors center where
the public will have a view into the revitalization of this unique species.

CARL HIAASEN

was born and raised in South Florida. He joined The

Q Your books are very funny, but

Miami Herald in 1976 and worked as a general assignment reporter, magazine writer

they also tackle some serious issues.

and award-winning investigative reporter before starting his own column in 1985. He is

Do you find it hard to strike a balance?

also the author of many novels, including the Newbery Honor-winning family bestseller
Hoot. His first novel for a younger audience plunges

got to be mad about something in

readers right into the middle of an ecological mys-

order to be funny, which means all my

tery, made up of endangered miniature owls, the

books are going to deal with issues that

Mother Paula's All-American Pancake House sched-

are important to me - the trashing of the

uled to be built over their burrows, and the owls'

environment, political corruption, racial

unlikely allies--three middle school kids determined to

injustice, whatever.

beat the screwed-up adult system.

Q Your novels are known for a fair amount of,

The world can be nasty place, and there's
nothing wrong with going after the bad guys

well, adult content. What made you want to write
for kids?

Unfortunately, I can't help myself. I've

in a novel. HOOT was no different from the
HOOT author Carl Hiaasen

adult fiction in that respect. Funny stuff hap-

First, it was something I'd never done before, and it's important for writers to take

pens, weird stuff happens, but the soul of the

chances. Secondly, I really wanted to write something that I could give to my nephew,

plot is Roy's quest to stop something very bad

nieces and stepson without worrying about the salty language or adult situations.

from happening. And that's serious.

They've all been asking to read my other novels and I've been trying to stall them, at
least until they hit the teenaged years.

Q Did you approach this book differently than an adult novel? Did your writing
process change at all?

READ TOGETHER, FLORIDA is the state's one book/one
state reading project held annually that encourages all Floridians to read and share

It didn't take me as long to write HOOT as it does to write the other novels, partly because

one book title. This literacy project is managed by Governor Jeb Bush’s Family Literacy

it was slightly shorter and partly because the plot wasn't quite as multi-layered. Another

Initiative, a program of the nonprofit Volunteer Florida Foundation. Local organizations

reason it went along so quickly, frankly, is that I was having so much fun writing it.

are encouraged to participate with their own activities centered on one selected

Q You are notorious for setting and filling your novel's with your unique knowledge of

book. Activities are promoted by Volunteer Florida Foundation in the media and on the

Florida. Do you think that the experience of growing up there has changed a lot since
you were a kid? Or the experience of growing up anywhere, for that matter...

website, www.volunteerfloridafoundation.org In 2005 a statewide committee of educators, literacy leaders, business leaders selected Carl Hiaasen's HOOT. An essay contest
was held across Florida challenging middle school students to write an alternative end-

Florida is a whole different world today than when I was a kid. It's a highly urbanized

ing to the book. Grand prize winner Zak Dahlheimer of Deland, received a $1000 schol-

state with heavy urban problems, not the sleepy tourist trap it was forty years ago. Yet

arship, a $1000 award for his school, a meeting with Governor Bush and a walk-on role

at the same time, there's still the Everglades, Florida Bay and miles of beaches that so

in the motion picture adaptation of Hoot, filmed in July. Second and third place win-

far haven't been turned into condo canyons. So a kid can still experience some

ners Chase Cicale of Tampa and Amber Zarichniak of Sugarloaf Key also were award-

astounding wilderness, and decide for himself what's worth fighting for.

ed monetary scholarships.
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APRIL 18
APRIL 20
APRIL 22
APRIL 25
APRIL 28
MAY 6
JUNE 2
JUNE 4
JUNE 6
JUNE 8
JUNE 10
JUNE 29
JULY 1
AUGUST 1
AUGUST 3
AUGUST 5
AUGUST 8
AUGUST 10
AUGUST 12
Phoenix, AX
Irvine,CA
Irvine, CA
San Francisco, CA
Dallas, TX
New Orleans, LA
Atlanta, GA
Charlotte, NC
Pittsburgh, PA
Cincinnati, OH
East Troy, WI
Uncasville, CT
Wantagh, NY
Camden, NJ
Bristow, VA
Chicago, IL
Indianapolis, IN
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
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For 2-Day Federal Express delivery, add $7.50.
For Standard Overnight Federal Express delivery, add $20.00.
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Air Mail to Canada please add $5.00 to S/H charges.
Express Mail International Service charges apply to all
overseas orders (Not APO or FPO).
Returns and Exchanges:
If you are not satisfied with any product, for any reason, return it to The Coconut
Telegraph within 90 days of purchase date. Please include a note requesting either
a refund or an exchange. We will promptly refund the full purchase price, less
shipping and handling.

Shipping / Handling Charges:
Orders up to $15.00…$4.95 / $15.01 – $30.00…$6.95 / $30.01 – $50.00…$8.95
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Our Blue Fins Up Bracelet remains a popular item and popular fund raising tool.
Proceeds from bracelet sales in April will benefit the
Cancer Foundation of the Florida Keys, and
Reef Relief in May.
Blue Fins Up Bracelet #14950 $2.00

Every Friday throughout 2006 we will be drawing names at random from orders placed that week.
The winning person drawn will receive a Free Gift for shopping with the Margaritaville Store in Key West.
We have set aside unique items that we feel you would enjoy. You may win a T'shirt, a cap, or a novelty
item. Keep it or pass along to a friend. No returns or exchanges on this gift item, and as always thanks
for your continued support.
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